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There are •ore and •ore livestock buildings using natural ventil
ation (i.~ •• ventilation without fans). This paper describes the 
principles, benefits and li•itations of natural ventilation. 
E•phasis is placed on the use of naturally ventilated barns in 
areas such as southern Ontario and Quebec. Alternative air 
inlet/outlet syste•s, building shapes and control require•ents 
are described. 

Papers presented before CSAE meetings are considered to be the property of 
the Society. In general, the Society reserves the right of first publication of 
such papers, in complete form1 however, it has no objection to publication, in 
condensed form, with credit to the Society and the author, in other publications 
prior to use in the Society's publication. Permission to publish a paper in full 
may be requested from the CSAE Secretary, Suite 907, 151 Slater Street, Ottawa, 
Ontario, KlP SH4. The Society is not responsible for statements or opinions 
advanced in papers or discussions at its meetings. 
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lllTROOUCTION 

A naturdll1 vent11ated bu11d1ng 1s ventilated by the natural 

forces of the wind outside and thermal buoyancy of the air 1ns1de, 

rat h ~ r t '1 1 , F ., 11-; • A n at u r a 1 1 y vent 1 1 ate d bu i 1d1 n g re q u 1 res at 1 east 

a s :nu c h i n s u 1 a t i on and supp 1 em en ta 1 he a t to fun ct i on proµ e r l y as does 

a f a n ·J e n t i 1 d t e d b u i 1 d i n g i n t h e s a m e s i t u a t i o n • T y :) i c a 1 1 y i n s u 1 a t i o n 

values of RSI 3.5 or more are recommended. The 1Rinimum recommended 

vent1lat1on rates depend on animal heat and moisture production and 

thus will be the same for both buildings. Initial c~pitdl costs for 

the two types\of buildings are therefore about the same, although 

operatin~ c(ists of the naturally ventilated building should be less 

since fans are not required. The type of control system used.in 

naturally ventilated barns varies from simple manual adjustments to 

fully automatic controls. As with fan ~entilated barns, thermostats 

are normally used 1n automatic control systems. ·: 

As requested by the planners of this session of the conference, 

this paµe_r ha-s been prepared as a 's-iatement of :currel"ltly_. und_erstood ~-- · 

principles, pres~~1t1~t1 in a language ·-suifabfe :tor-anim-al producers_'. 

It is intended that t~e text, with i minimu~ ~f revision, can 

subsequently be published as an extension leaflet or part of a 

bulletin. Thus comments would be appreciated. 

PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION 

w;nd Effect 

w i n d bl 11 w i n g a g a i ., st d ~ :J i 1 l i 11 J exerts pressure on a 11 surfaces 

of the ~ui laing both inside and outside. OutsL1e s:1rfdces facing the 

w i n d a re s u b j e ct t 11 11.,.., i t i v e pres s u r ~ "'hi ·l e s u r faces fa c i n g do 'N n w i n <1 

{leeward) .jr'.; 11ur1.1dlly subject to negative pressure or suction. 

Interior pre:;->.1•·es "ar1 ·1~µending upon the location of any openings in 

the walls or roof. For walls parallel to the wind, exterior pressures 

are generallj negative. The ridge on a building with a gable roof 

perpendicular ta the wind is norm~lly subject to a negative pressure. 

Contribution No. 1-847, from Engineering and Statistical Research 
Centre, Research Branch. Agriculture Canada, Ottawa, Canada KlA OC6. 
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If openings are built into the ~ulls or ridge, air w111 move 1nto the 

bu11d1ng at areas where the difference between the exterior and 

1nttr1or pressure 1s pos1t1ve, or out of the bu11d1ng at 1re1s where 

the d1fference 1s negat1ve, F1gure lA shows how w1nd pressures cause 

a1r to move into the bu11d1ng at the windward wall and out of the 
bu1lding at the ridge and leeward wall. This would be typical for 

summer operation. In winter, the windward wall openings are sometimes 

closed, as shown in Figure 18. Air then leaves the bu11ding at the 

ridge and enters at the leeward wall openings. When the wind blows 
parallel, or at some other angle except perpendicular, to a building 
the pressure patterns can be more complex. 
pressure patterns are shown in Figure 2. 

Examples of other wind 

Th~ quantity of air that moves through a building due to .wind 
depends essentially on the size of the openings (inlets and outlets) 
and the difference in pressure at the inlets and outlets. A 
s1mpl1ffed relat1onsh1p is often used as follows: 

Q = EAV - ~ [~] -'-- ~ -

where Q = air f l_.ow - ( m ~/in i n) 

A - free are-a of inlet openings ("m2) 

v = wind velocity (m/aain) 
E = effectiveness of the openings. 

The effectjveness E of the opening varies from 0.5 to 0.6 for 
wind perpendicular to the opening and from 0.25 to 0.35 for wind 
diagonal to the opening. For design purposes, a value of 0.35 is 
often assumea (Hellickson and Walker, 1983). Tne value used for V is 
somewhat arbitrary although half the seasonal average wind velocity is 
sometimes suggested for design purposes. 

Ch1•ney Effect 

Warm air rises and this action is referred to as the thermal 
buoyancy or chimney effect. In a livestock building, when the air is 
much warmer inside than outside, and in the absence of wind, air will 
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tend to rise dnd leave at h1gh openings, and be replaced by cool air 

entering at low open1ngs {Hruce, 1977, 1978; Hell1c~son et al. 1983). 

Th1s 1s s1m11ar to warm air moving up a chimney. Air flow through a 

building due to the chimney effect alone varies w1th the area of 

inlets and outlets, and the square root of both the height difference 

between inlets and outlets and the temperature difference between 

inside and outside. Tne relationships between these parameters are 

not simple and will not be discussed in detail here. 

It should be noted that the chimney effect can be quite 
significant in calm winter weather when the difference between inside 

and outside temperature is large. However in summer, the difference 

between inside and outside temperature is sm~ll and as a result so is· 

the chimney effect. 

Co•bination of Wind and Chianey Effects 

In cold winter weather, air movement through a naturally 

ventil:at_ed bui-lding--will QSually be caused by a_ comb-~11_ati_ on of ~wi:nd 
forces and chimney ~effe·ct.- -~n -factors -~e-nt-ione_d above tn cifnnection 
w i th -each ·of these i or c es -w i l1 be i n v ~ l v e d • T tte l°r re 1 at f v e effects 

are difficult to determine, however with most livestock buildings, as 
airspeed increases the wind effect quickly outweighs the chimney 
effect (Smith, 1972). 

Openings that were inlets when considering chimney effect can 
become outlets when the wind is blowing. For example, with the wind 
perpendicular to a gable building w;th openings at both the leeward 
eave and the ridge, the eave opening becomes an inlet while the ridge 
opening remains an outlet (Figure lB). Although the wind pressure at 

the leeward wall is negative, the pressure in the building is more 
negative. 
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Controls 

Control systems vary from simple manual adjustments to automatic 
adjustments responding to a thermostat. The adjustments are made to 

control the size of inlet and/or outlet openings thereby varying the 
ventilation rate. More details on controls will be given later. 

INLETS/OUTLETS 

S1dewa11 

Openings fn the sidewalls can be fitted with panels that are 
hinged at the bottom and tilt in, or with panels that are hinged at 

the top and tilt out. In buildings where temperature control is less 
critical, a simple plastic curtain that can be raised and lowered has 
been used effectively to adjust the wall opening size. Panels can 
also be fitted to rotate about a horizontal axis at or near their 
mid-height. As well, a curtain or panel hanging outside slightly 
be.rond the air inlet ca_n ~e installed __ to alter th_e effects of the 

~.~win~. - These various types o_f inlets ::-are shown . ..: in _F_igur_e 3-~ Inc recent -= 

stud-ies tChoiniere et a-1. 1986), the .use of a small windbreak in :front 
of a horizontal slot air inlet (Figure 30) gave the best winter 
performance of several types of inlets tested. The windbreak reduced 
the throw of the air entering, by creating more turbulence and thus 
better mixing. As a result there was less temperature fluctuation in 
the animal zone. 

Ridge 

Two arrangements for adjusting the size of the ridge opening are 
shown in Figure 4. The hinged baffle shown in Figure 48 is 
impractical to fit between trusses at 1.2 rn or less on center, but can 
be readily installed in steel frame structures where the frames are 
3.6-7 m on centre. The hinged baffles shown in Figure 4A are typical 
of some commercial systems. 
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Wint~r condensation can be a problem with almost any ridge 

opening and baffle arrangement. Warm moist air 1s normally exhausted 

through the ridge and the moisture will condense 1f 1t comes in 

contact w1th a colder surface. If the steel flashing 1s continuous 
from the outside to the inside of the throat of the ridge opening, it 

forms a cold thermal bridge in winter. Any condensation on this 

flashing can then continually drip into the building. This would 
certainly be a problem 1f. for example, cattle stalls were directly 
below. Avoid thermal bridges from outside to the throat area of the 
ridge opening. If condensation is still a problem, install a trough 
of translucent fiberglass or steel roofing panels underneath to catch 
the drip and slope the trough to drain. 

Birds entering the building through the open ridge can be a 
problem in winter. The addition of galvanized wire or plastic mesh is 
recommended. The mesh siz~ should not be too small, otherwise it 
could plug with frost. 

- - · .. 
;; 

~ .-

-
Another ty~e of roof outlet is a large chimney. These can be 

spaced along the centre of the building at intervals depending on 
throat area. They are normally fitted with a rain cover and an 
interior baffle to adjust the size of the outlet. Such baffles as well 
as the chimney walls should be well insulated to reduce condensation. 
The chimney type of outlet is well adapted for retrofitting a natural 
ventilation system to an existing building. As well, it is very 
practi:al as an outlet in two-storey dairy barns. A chimney type 
outlet is shown in Figure 5. 

CONTROLS 

. 

The simplest and least costly control system involves manually 
adjusting the size of inlet and/or outlet area. This can be done by a 
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cable and pulley system attached to the curtains or baffles 

contro111ny the inlet and outlet areas. Movement of the cable is 

readily controlled by 1 small boat w1nch. Alternatively, a system of 
p1pes and lever •rms can be used, s1m11ar to that used for openings 1n 
greenhouses. The operator decides from his experience when and how 
much to open or close an inlet or outlet. As adjustments are normally 

made at most a few times per day, building temperature and humidity 
can be expected to vary. Although not quantified, the degree of 
variation experienced 1n moderate climates has not been a concern for 
dairy producers, but has been very much a concern for swine producers. 

The sensor for automatic systems is usually a thermostat. Some 
earlier automatic systems had pneuma~ic cylinders that opened or 
closed the baffles in response to the thermostat. The baffles stopped 
at either 'fully open' o~ 'fully closed' with the degree of rotation 
for 'fully open' be1ng manually preadjusted to suit the season. 

Newer controls incorporate a time delay to produce an incremental 

=Op~ning an_d cJosing of the baffles. At gi11e.J1 time-inter.,vals, say 
every thre-e m-inufe-s, the contr-ol sys~em checks the thernrostat to-see- -

whether the baffles should open, close or remain the same. For 
example, if the thermostat calls for the baffles to open a gear motor 
can be energized for a short time (say 3 s) to operate a crank or 

winch which controls the position of the baffles. There is no further 
action until the end of the time interval (3 min} when the procedure 
repeats. The time interval for checking the thermostat as well as the 
time period during which the gear motor is energized can be manually 
adjusted by the operator. The end result is a system that responds in 
smaller increments leading to smaller and less rapid fluctuations in 
environmental conditions in the barn. 

Host automatic control systems now have an override allowing an 
operator to manually select the position of baffles. 
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PERFORMANCE 

A1r flow patterns w1th1n buildings can vary greatly from site to 

site because of their or1entation and the effect of adjacent 

bui I dings, as well as from day to day at the same site because of 

changing wind direction. Typical air flow patterns expected in a 

swine barn 1n summer and winter are shown in Figure 6. Here it is 

assumed that the wind is perpendicular to the building, and that there 

are no large buildings, silos or other obstructions close by. 

Problems can occur when the wind hits a building at some other 

angle. Figure 2 for example shows how a diagonal wind can prod~ce 

both positive and negative pressures along a ridge. In this 

situation~ air could be leaving the open ridge in the region of 
negative pressure and entering the same opening in the region of 

positive pressure. This also applies to openings in the leeward 

sidewall with_diag_onal winds~ ~cool. drafty areas could result in - - . -:. . 
. _ -regLons~ of the barn - wher-e most of tne __ air- ts enter<i-ng • . ~ 

Temperature Distribution 

As with any ventilation system. the degree of temperature 
variation within the animal space and air movement is most important. 

Cold drafts in the animal area are undesirable. ~articularily for 

animals without long hair such as young pigs. Although the acceptable 

range of temperature is known for several classes of animals, the 
effects of temperature fluctuation {hourly or diurnally) on 

performance or production are not well documented. Considerable 
research has been carried out monitoring temperature in naturally 

ventilated barns using different inlet/outlet systems and controls. 

Work reported by Choiniere (1985) and Choiniere et al. (1986) 

indicates very good temperature control during winter using 
thermostatically controlled rotating side panels. The degree of 
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temperature control was improved when the 'full open - full closed' 

pneumatic control system was replaced with an electric motor dr1ven 

'step open - step close' control systelft. 

In summer. h1gh indoor temperatures are a concern in all 

buildings. Naturally·vent11ated barns, with suitable inlet design, 

can provide higher air velocities due to wind, thereby reducing the 

effective temperature in the animal space. Siting buildings in the 

open, and perpendicular to prevailing summer w1nds help improve the 

effectiveness of wind induced ventilation. 

ANIMAL RESPONSE 

Cattle 

Beef cattle don't appear to be greatly affected by moderate 
changes in temperature, or by drafty conditions, provided th~y are not 
tied in one spot. As a result, naturally ventilated buildings have 

. bee_n_ found . qu~~e _suitable for beef. little if any adjustmen_t of 
~nlets and _ou-tle_t-s i ~ _fequ·ired ~over: _-the _: winter -o period, howev·e;- la_rge 

:· wal 1 open-i_ngs are generally recommended ·in the summer to ensure 

adequate ventilation. 

Dairy animals appear to be more affected by drafty conditions, 

likely because of their shorter hair coat. This would be 
particularly true of young calves and milking cows. As a result, at 

least manual adjustment of inlet and/or outlet baffles should be 
provided. Satisfactory conditions can be achieved with such a system 

even in tie-stall barns (Milne, 1985). However, use of automatic 
controls could be beneficial, particularly in spring, summer and fall 
when daily temperature fluctuations are large. In addition, with 
automatic control the operator does not have to be there all the time 
to make adjustments. This is definitely an advantage if the operator 
is away temporarily and other staff are looking after daily chores. 

Although not proven, automatic controls could be a benefit 
particularly to high producing herds. With these herds, minor stress 
can cause significant drops in production. 
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Sw1ne 

There is considerable controversy over the suitability of 

naturally ventilated barns for the various phases of swine 

-. - ~ · ~ .. 

production. Both modified open front (MOF) barns and gable barns with 

openable sidewall panels and open ridge have been successfully used 

for growing and finishing. Some studies (MacDonald et al. 1985; 

Choiniere 1985} show no significant difference in feed conversion or 

daily gain between hogs raised in a conventional fan ventilated 

building versus hogs raised in a naturally ventilated building. 

At this time natural ventilation for swine in moderate climates 
is recommended ~nly for gestation, growing, and finishing. 

Poultry 

Due to the difficulty in controlling light level and duration 
in natural ventilation systems, they are not recommended for laying 

hen-}-. Siini 1-arly su-itabi Tity for broiler prod_ucti-on has yet --to be 
shown. - · 

Sheep and Goats 

Natural ventilation is suitable for sheep and goats in moderate 
climates. As with dairy cattle, manual control is satisfactory but 

automatic control should provide more uniform conditions and relieve 
the operator of one more function. 

ADVANTAGES ANO DISADVANTAGES 

Advantages 

0 no fan noise 
0 ventilatiion is more reliable in case of power failure; all 

openings can remain at current settings or be manually 
adjusted 
considerable daylight enters Dy wall and ridge openings 

0 lower operating costs 
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Dts1dv1nt1ges 

• 

0 

0 

0 

condens•t1on dr1pp1ng from r1dge and/or wall open1ngs may be a 
problem 
birds enter r1dge opening in winter unless screened 
may be more temperature var;ation ;n the barn than with fan 
ventilation 
orientation of building, and its location relative to other 
bu1ldings greatly influences wind effects 

: 
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WI:. 

A) SUMMER 8) WINTER 

f 1gure 1. Airflow due to difference in pressures on internal and 
external building surfaces caused by wind 
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Figure 2. Exa•ples of wind pressure distributions on building 
surf aces 
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B- TILT-IN PANEL 

0- PLASTIC CURTAIN WITH 
WINO BREAK PANEL 

Figure 3. Several styles of side wall inlets 
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A 

B 

HINGED BAFFLE 

INSULATED UPSTANDS 

OPTIONAL 
RAIN CAP 

INSULATED 
UPSTANDS 

- RIGID FRAME 
--t-

HINGED BAFFLEl 

Figure 4. Two types of adjustable ridge outlets: 
(a) exterior hinged baffle, b) interior hinged baff1e 
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/RAIN COVER 
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BAFFLE NEAR TOP 
OF CHIMNEY 

\ 
INSULATED 
CHIMNEY 

STOP 

·- . 

I ! 

600 x 600 INSULATED 
I . CHIMNEY 

BAFFLE 12 mm CLEARANCE 
ALL AROUND IN CLOSED 
POSITION . 

- --r-rr ADJUSTING CABLES TO 
ANIMAL ROOM 

: 

Figure 5. Chimney outlet with rot•ting baffle 
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Typical air flow patterns for sum•er and winter in • 
naturally ventilated hog barn 
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